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RAYWELL AFTER COLOR ARGAN AND KERATINA
renovation line for colored and treated hair

Argan oil is used in cosmetics and hair products thanks to its moisturizing and highly
elasticizing antioxidant properties. This oil is extracted from the fruits of Argania Spinosa
which grows exclusively in Morocco. It is mainly used on brittle dry hair that is brittle and
lacks shine because it gives it strength and hydration. Feeding the capillary fibers gives
the hair shine and flexibility' fights split ends and dryness. Keratin is a natural and main
protein that costs hair. It is composed of long chains of amino acids framed by vitamins
and trace elements. Keratin chains create helical filaments that give the hair solidity and
vigour' in short, that healthy and strong appearance that all hair should have. External
agents such as smog' the strong heat of the hairdryer and poor quality products make the
hair that loses keratin, so it is nowadays increasingly essential to bring with treatments and
specific products natural keratin to damaged and treated hair.

SHAMPOO AFTER COLOR
Capillary creamy detergent with argan oil and acid pH keratin. It has a washing and
conditioning effect on colored and treated hair.

MASK AFTER COLOR
Capillary mask with high concentration of active ingredients of argan oil and keratin with
acid pH. Deeply restructure the hair' closes the scales' giving softness' shine and
combability to the colored and damaged hair.
pack: falcons of 250 and 1000 ml.

RIGENOIL AFTER COLOR
Fluid with argan oil mineral salts and precious conditioners' is a regenerating treatment for
the colored and treated hair fiber with immediate effect. It reconstructs the hair fiber in
depth, leaving the silky hair soft and voluminous.
packaging: 250 ml bottle.

Crystals
Silicone fluid embellished with argan oil and keratin distributed on the hair in small doses'
brings a strong nourishment' leaving the hair silky and protected from the elements.
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packaging: 100 ml bottle
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